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Protect yourself anywhere, anytime with the world’s toughest
pen. Every Tuff-Writer is guaranteed to perform as the toughest

pen available for individuals who count on their gear for their
lives.Through freezing cold, intense heat and the harshest condi-
tions you’re likely to find yourself in, a Tuff-Writer will prevail.
Made in the USA of machined aluminum. 
Tuff-Writer Stealth-Black Pen H99-18274 $79.95

THE STINGER: Comtech’s own personal
defense device. Designed to act as a

“force multiplier,” it’s like having the
punching power of a karate master –
instantly! There’s really nothing like it
for easy carry and access.
Plus, it passes un-noticed
by 90 percent of people
who see it. Yup, just
another “keychain
device” to most, and yet it
works so well when needed. You’ll
love your Stinger and undoubt-
edly draw a great deal of security and peace of mind from it’s mere
presence. You deserve a Stinger today!
Comtech STINGER Keychain H99-19495 $9.95

Stylus Pro 
H99-18876

$29.95

Streamlight’s Nano Light® LED flashlight is super
bright (10 lumens), can be seen a mile away, is

made of virtually indestructible machined alu-
minum with an anodized finish, is weatherproof,
and fits on your keychain! 
Nano Light H99-19942 $9.95

The Streamlight TLR-1 is powered by two 3-volt
CR123 lithium batteries and has a shockproof

super high-flux LED. The Streamlight TLR-2 fea-
tures an integrated laser sight for accurate aiming.
Streamlight TLR-1 H99-18832 $119.95
Streamlight TLR-2 H99-18835 299.95
Duracell 3-Volt H99-16993 6.95

Streamlight LED Flashlights

Comtech’s STINGER Tuff-Writer Tactical Pen

Open 7-6 MST, M-F; 8-3 Sat. • VISA, MasterCard, Discover, C.O.D. • Shipping and HazMat Not Included

for my Ruger and, although the instructions on
the package recommend using the services of a
gunsmith, the installation couldn’t be simpler.
The front sight that comes with
the LCR is secured to a little
post on the barrel with a tiny
retaining pin. You secure the
revolver (unloaded, of course)
in a soft-jawed vise and push
out the retaining pin with an
appropriately sized punch and
a small hammer. The standard
sight can then be lifted off its
post. You place the HiViz sight
on the post and, using the new
pin supplied with the sight,
fasten it in place. It takes less
time to do it than to describe the process. 

If there is enough light to see the sights and
your target, the HiViz front sight immediately
attracts your attention. And because the green

insert is not visible from the business end of the
gun, it doesn’t attract your target’s attention. In a
bright environment like outdoor sunlight, the

front sight absolutely glows.
Because it sits no higher than
the standard sight, you don’t
have to relearn your sight pic-
ture or invest in a new holster.
And HiViz apparently recog-
nizes that a working gun does
take its share of bumps and
scrapes: the LitePipe is well
protected by a tough clear
resin overmold. 

MSRP for the LCR2010 front
sight is $43.20. Even if you do
have to pay MSRP, which in

today’s economy is unusual, it’s a bargain!
HiViz Shooting Systems • 1941 Heath Parkway,

Ste. #1 • Fort Collins, CO 80524 
(800) 589-4315 • www.HIVIZSIGHTS.com
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